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Razza e storia. Razza e cultura
2015-07-21

scritti a distanza di circa vent anni l uno dall altro razza e storia 1952 e razza e cultura 1971 rappresentano una pietra miliare
della riflessione antropologica e vanno considerati ancora oggi alla stregua di un piccolo manifesto antirazzista

人種と歴史
1970

il volume di impianto multidisciplinare analizza la cultura della razza come una delle chiavi di volta della storia e della letteratura
del novecento soprattutto per quel che riguarda l italia ogni cultura della razza risulta da una complessa combinazione di nozioni
scientifiche filosofiche proiezioni artistiche usi linguistici concrete istituzioni proprie dell epoca che la esprime utili ad affermare
una certa concezione dell uomo e ad ancorarvi una concreta articolazione del potere l obiettivo di questo lavoro che si avvale
dell apporto di studiosi di varie discipline è quello di contribuire al rifiuto definitivo del concetto di razza e chiarire il nesso che
sempre lega attività culturale e responsabilità politica

Cultura della razza e cultura letteraria nell'Italia del Novecento
2010

同時代世界と向き合い 文化の多様性を断固擁護 鋭利な論理で人種主義の思想的根拠を解体する 古典的名著 人種と歴史 を 第一人者 渡辺公三の新訳で

人種と歴史/人種と文化
2019-10

1952年 ユネスコが世界の人種問題に関する小冊子のシリーズを刊行する その1冊としてレヴィ ストロースが書いた 初期の論文 西洋文化の位置付け 歴史的時間の偶然的性格を 専門領域を超えて議論し 明晰かつ的確な言葉でその問
題意識を伝える その視野の拡がりは 個々の文明を相対化する力を持ち 21世紀を生きるわれわれにも強く訴えかけてくる

人種と歴史
2008-11

cultural expertise in the form of expert opinions formulated by social scientists appointed as experts in the legal process is not
different from any other kind of expertise in court in specialised fields of law such as native land titles in america and in australia
the appointment of social scientists as experts in court is a consolidated practice this special issue focuses on the contemporary
evolution and variation of cultural expertise as an emergent concept providing a conceptual umbrella for a variety of evolving
practices which all include use of the specialised knowledge of social sciences for the resolution of conflicts it surveys the
application of cultural expertise in the legal process with an unprecedented span of fields ranging from criminology and
ethnopsychiatry to the recognition of the rights of autochthone minorities including linguistic expertise and modern
reformulation of cultural rights in this special issue the emphasis is on the development and change of culture related expert
witnessing over recent times culture related adjudication and resolution of disputes criminal litigation and other kinds of court
and out of court procedures this special issue offers descriptions of judicial practices involving experts in local laws and customs
and surveys of the most frequent fields of expert witnessing that are related with culture interrogates who the experts are their
links with local communities and also with the courts and the state power and politics how cultural expert witnessing has been
received by judges how cultural expertise has developed across the sister disciplines of history and psychiatry and eventually it
asks whether academic truth and legal truth are commensurable across time and space

Cultural Expertise
2020

this book explores the political uses of italy s antique past in the early nineteenth century tracing how anti romanism was
transformed into a pillar of the nation building process it demonstrates the pivotal role played by this ancient heritage in the
formation of modern italian national identity

The Antiquity of the Italian Nation
2013-10

the relationship between nazism and occultism has been an object of fascination and speculation for decades peter
staudenmaier s between occultism and nazism provides a detailed historical examination centered on the anthroposophist
movement founded by rudolf steiner its surprising findings reveal a remarkable level of nazi support for waldorf schools
biodynamic farming and other anthroposophist initiatives even as nazi officials attempted to suppress occult tendencies the
book also includes an analysis of anthroposophist involvement in the racial policies of fascist italy based on extensive archival
research this study offers rich material on controversial questions about the nature of esoteric spirituality and alternative cultural
ideals and their political resonance

Between Occultism and Nazism
2014-04-03

erstmals wird die zentrale rolle der katholisch faschistischen intellektuellengruppe um den germanisten guido manacorda 1879
1965 beleuchtet die diese dank großer nähe zu mussolini im regime in bildung propaganda und wissenschaft spielte
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diplomatiegeschichtlich kommt manacorda 1935 37 das zweifelhafte verdienst zu als vermittler des duce in mehreren audienzen
bei hitler die annäherung italiens an das dritte reich vorbereitet zu haben

Zwischen Hitler und Mussolini
2017-11-20

umberto eco s wise and witty guide to researching and writing a thesis published in english for the first time by the time
umberto eco published his best selling novel the name of the rose he was one of italy s most celebrated intellectuals a
distinguished academic and the author of influential works on semiotics some years before that in 1977 eco published a little
book for his students how to write a thesis in which he offered useful advice on all the steps involved in researching and writing
a thesis from choosing a topic to organizing a work schedule to writing the final draft now in its twenty third edition in italy and
translated into seventeen languages how to write a thesis has become a classic remarkably this is its first long overdue
publication in english eco s approach is anything but dry and academic he not only offers practical advice but also considers
larger questions about the value of the thesis writing exercise how to write a thesis is unlike any other writing manual it reads
like a novel it is opinionated it is frequently irreverent sometimes polemical and often hilarious eco advises students how to
avoid thesis neurosis and he answers the important question must you read books he reminds students you are not proust and
write everything that comes into your head but only in the first draft of course there was no internet in 1977 but eco s index card
research system offers important lessons about critical thinking and information curating for students of today who may be
burdened by big data how to write a thesis belongs on the bookshelves of students teachers writers and eco fans everywhere
already a classic it would fit nicely between two other classics strunk and white and the name of the rose contents the definition
and purpose of a thesis choosing the topic conducting research the work plan and the index cards writing the thesis the final
draft

Race and History
2017-08-24

discloses the richness of ideas and sheds light on the controversy that characterized the transition from fascism to democracy
examining authors works and memories that were subsequently silenced by cold war politics how a shared memory of fascism
and its cultural heritage took shape is still today the most disputed question of modern italy crossing the boundaries between
academic and public discourse against redemption concentrates on the historical period in which disagreement was at its
highest the transition between the downfall of mussolini in july 1943 and the victory of the christian democrats over the left in
the 1948 general elections by dispelling the silence around the range of opinion in the years before the ideological struggle
fossilized into cold war oppositions this book points to early postwar literary practices as the main vehicle for intellectual dissent
shedding new light on the role of cultural policies in institutionalizing collective memory during italy s transition to democracy
competing narratives over the recent traumatic past emerged and crystallized depicting the country s break with mussolini s
regime as a political and personal redemption from its politics of exclusion and unrestrained use of violence conversely
outstanding authors such as elsa morante carlo levi alberto moravia and curzio malaparte in close dialogue with remarkable but
now neglected figures stressed the cultural continuity between the new democracy and fascism igniting heated debates from
opposite political standpoints their works addressed questions such as the working through of national defeat italian
responsibility in world war ii and the holocaust revealing how the social racial and gender biases that characterized fascism
survived after its demise and haunted the newborn democracy

L'ombra lunga dell'esilio
2002

pubblicato nel 1946 e ampliato nel 1970 questo saggio sul fenomeno politico e ideologico che furono fascismo e
nazionalsocialismo conserva a decenni di distanza la sua originalità si tratta come volle precisare l autore nella prima edizione di
una analisi critica dal punto di vista della destra priva di esaltazioni e idealizzazioni nostalgiche di uno studio che si pone più sul
piano metapolitico che politico e che capitolo per capitolo prende le mosse dai fatti contingenti quali si verificarono tra le due
guerre per poi spostarsi e analizzarli sul piano dottrinario

Il giudice antropologo
2012

this edited volume explores human security challenges in the context of turkey turkey occupies a critical geopolitical position
between europe the middle east and the caucasus it is an important peace broker in regional conflicts and a leading country in
peacekeeping operations and has been a generous donor for disaster response around the world however turkey is also facing a
number of fundamental sociocultural and development challenges and its internal stability is affected by a protracted armed
conflict based on kurdish separatism in other words turkey is at a crossroads in its transformation from a state centred security
perspective to one based on human security to explore selected human security challenges within a wider context of peace and
development this volume focuses on a number of key issues in relation to democratization and social cohesion before going on
to investigate the role of turkey as an agent of peace in the international context written by academics from the fields of peace
studies international relations politics and development studies the discussions examine and highlight the issues that turkey
must overcome if it is to successfully strengthen its human security trajectories in the near future this book will be of much
interest to students of human security turkish politics conflict management peace studies and ir in general

How to Write a Thesis
2015-02-27

alla fine degli anni trenta con la conquista dell etiopia e la proclamazione dell impero l italia fascista sente il bisogno di affiancare
alla nuova coscienza imperiale degli italiani anche una coscienza razziale ben presto dal razzismo africano si passerà all
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antisemitismo e nel 1938 in pochi mesi si arriverà alle fatidiche leggi razziali che equivalsero alla morte civile per gli ebrei
banditi da scuole luoghi di lavoro esercito ed espropriati delle loro attività tutti gli italiani ariani aderirono dai piccoli balilla che
non salutavano più i compagni a gente comune e alti accademici che volsero le spalle agli ex amici la bella gioventù dell epoca
universitari giornalisti e professionisti in erba rappresentò l avanguardia del razzismo fascista molti di loro avrebbero costituito l
ossatura della classe dirigente della repubblica ma quasi tutti in quel quinquennio furono contagiati dal virus antisemita ecco
perché per circa sessant anni c è stata una sorta di autoassoluzione nazionale che gli storici non hanno pienamente rivisto per
restituirci un immagine più veritiera dell atteggiamento della popolazione di fronte alla persecuzione dei connazionali ebrei
avagliano e palmieri hanno scandagliato un enorme mole di fonti

Razza e fascismo: Documenti
1999

this book pursues the specific case of italian travel narratives in the far east through a focus on the experience of japan in works
by writers who visited the land of the rising sun beginning in the meiji period 1868 1912 and during the concomitant opening of
japan s relations with the west drawing from the fields of postcolonial and transnational studies analysis of these texts explores
one central question what does it mean to imagine japanese culture as contributing to italian culture each author shares in
common an attempt to disrupt ideas about dichotomies and unbalanced power relationships between east and west proposing
the notion of relational orientalism this book suggests that italian travelogues to japan in many cases pursued the goal of
building imaginary transnational communities predicated on commonalities and integration by claiming what they perceived as
oriental as their own in contrast with a long history of western representations of japan as inferior and irrational searching for
japan identifies a positive overarching attitude toward the far east country in modern italian culture expanding the horizon of
italian transnational networks normally situated within the southern european region this book reinstates the existence of an
alternative euro asian axis operating across italian history

Against Redemption
2022-12-06

latin eugenics was a scientific cultural and political programme designed to biologically empower modern european and
american nations once commonly described as latin sharing genealogical linguistic religious and cultural origins latin eugenics in
comparative perspective offers a comparative nuanced approach to eugenics as a scientific programme as well as a cultural and
political phenomenon it examines the commonalities of eugenics in latin europe and latin america as a program to achieve the
social and political goals of modern welfare systems latin eugenics strongly influenced the complex relationship of the state to
the individual drawing on a wide range of primary and secondary sources in many languages this book offers the first history of
latin eugenics in europe and the americas

Fascismo e Terzo Reich
2013-09-04T00:00:00+02:00

we bring into full light some excerpts on musical subjects which were until now scattered throughout the most famous scientific
texts the main scientific and musical cultures outside of europe are also taken into consideration the first and most important
property to underline in the scientific texts examined here is the language they are written in this means that our multicultural
history of the sciences necessarily also becomes a review of the various dominant languages used in the different historical
contexts in this volume the history of the development of the sciences is told as it happened in real contexts not in an alienated
ideal world

Human Security in Turkey
2013-07-04

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived
makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally
published in 1986

Di pura razza italiana
2013-11-20T00:00:00+01:00

race as narrative in italian women s writing since unification explores racist ideas and critiques of racism in four long narratives
by female authors grazia deledda matilde serao natalia ginzburg and gabriella ghermandi who wrote in italy after national
unification starting from the premise that race is a political and socio historical construction melissa coburn makes the argument
that race is also a narrative construction this is true in that many narratives have contributed to the historical construction of the
idea of race it is also true in that the concept of race metaphorically reflects certain formal qualities of narration coburn
demonstrates that at least four sets of qualities are common among narratives and central to the development of race discourse
intertextuality the processes of characterization plot and tropes the tension between the projections of individual group and
universal identities and the processes of identification and otherness these four sets of qualities become organizing principles of
the four sequential chapters paralleling a sequential focus on the four different narrative authors the juxtaposition of these close
contextualized readings demonstrates salient continuities and discontinuities within race discourse over the period examined
revealing subtleties in the historical record overlooked by previous studies
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Searching for Japan
2020-03-27

fascist ideology is a comparative study of the expansionist foreign policies of fascist italy and nazi germany from 1922 1945
fascist ideology provides a comparative investigation of fascist expansionism by focusing on the close relations between
ideology and action under mussolini and hitler with an overview of the ideological motivations behind fascist expansionism and
their impact on fascist policies this book explores the two main issues which have dominated the historiographical debates on
the nature of fascist expansionism whether italy s and germany s particular expansionist tendancies can be attributed to a set of
generic fascist values or were shaped by the long term uniquely national ambitions and developments since unification whether
the pursuit of expansion was opportunistic or followed a grand design in each case

Latin Eugenics in Comparative Perspective
2014-10-23

nazi occultism provides a serious scholarly study of a topic that is often marred by sensationalism and misinformation the
morning of the magicians by pauwels and bergier 1960 gave rise to the idea that a secret society with wide powers the thule
society was the hidden and ignored centre of nazism the influence of this very real small group is however only a fantasy a myth
the author a historian specializing in neo nazism looks back on this speculative construction its origins its ideological tinkering
and the practices which have succeeded in forming a sort of radical and sulphurous counterculture which has created a
fascination with esotericism and nazism and the ss to better understand it he also paints a portrait of some of the authors who
contributed to this extremist subculture such as the italian esotericist julius evola the argentine anthropologist jacques marie de
mahieu chilean neo nazi miguel serrano and the writer jean paul bourre this book will appeal to scholars researchers and
activists as well as general readers with an interest in the history of nazism and the occult

Uomo e cultura
1985

concordo con giovanni sessa nel ritenere quanto mai urgente leggere evola sine ira et studio oltre le denigrazioni preconcette o
le sterili esaltazioni agiografiche si tratta infatti di un pensatore che per quanto erede della grande tradizione idealistica è
caratterizzato da una indiscutibile originalità speculativa con lui infatti viene posta la prima pietra di una fortezza concettuale
che solo lui e pochissimi altri avrebbero potuto edificare facendo proprio della categoria di immediatezza un compito più che un
semplice e astratto punto di partenza l immediato insomma quale esito di un percorso capace di condurre l io a farsi individuo
assoluto capace di supportare un altro negativo di cui solo l irriducibilità del singolo avrebbe potuto farsi realmente creatrice e
sempre in forza di una libera ed arbitraria elaborazione della propria ingiudicabile assolutezza

And Yet It Is Heard
2014-05-16

the nature of fascism has been hotly contested by scholars since the term was first coined by mussolini in 1919 however for the
first time since italian fascism appeared there is now a significant degree of consensus amongst scholars about how to approach
the generic term namely as a revolutionary form of ultra nationalism seen from this perspective all forms of fascism have three
common features anticonservatism a myth of ethnic or national renewal and a conception of a nation in crisis this collection
includes articles that show this new consensus which is inevitably contested as well as making available material which relates
to aspects of fascism independently of any sort of consensus and also covering fascism of the inter and post war periods this is a
comprehensive selection of texts reflecting both the extreme multi faceted nature of fascism as a phenomenon and the
extraordinary divergence of interpretations of fascism

Political Violence and Terror
2023-04-28

in questo fascicolo dalla razza al popolo mondo un errore scientifico e un abominio sociale razze umane no grazie demistificare
un mito le parole che discriminano da razza a razzismo un passaggio e ora riapriamo il dibattito uscire dallo stereotipo le
seconde generazioni di migranti leggi razziali e scienza nell italia fascista questione di cafonaggine civica il caso della
costruzione della moschea a umbertide un futuro per il popolo

Race and Narrative in Italian Women's Writing Since Unification
2013-07-29

in this book julius evola analyzes the fascist movement of italy which he himself had experienced first hand often as a vocal
critic throughout its entire history from 1922 until 1945 discussing and dismissing the misuse of the term fascism that has
gained widespread acceptance evola asks readers not to allow the fact of italy s defeat in the second world war to distract us
from making an objective analysis of the ideology of fascism itself since the defeat was the result of contingent circumstances
and the personalities of those who led it rather than flaws that were inherent in fascism as an idea evola praises those aspects of
fascism which he believes to have been in accordance with the best traditions of european governance in particular the classical
roman tradition while he remains critical of those aspects which ran contrary to this ideal such as its socialist proletarian and
totalitarian tendencies as well as what he saw as its petty moralism evola also distinguishes between the fascism of the twenty
years between 1922 and mussolini s overthrow in 1943 and the second fascism of the italian social republic which he considered
as much more problematic he likewise criticizes the fascist racial doctrine for being based on false principles frequently quoting
mussolini s own words evola presents the core of the fascist ideal arguing that for all its flaws it remains superior to the political
system which has since arisen to replace it julius evola 1898 1974 was italy s foremost traditionalist philosopher as well as a
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metaphysician social thinker and activist evola was an authority on the world s esoteric traditions and one of the greatest critics
of modernity he wrote extensively on the ancient civilizations of both east and west and the world of tradition and was also a
critic of the political and spiritual movements of his own time from a traditional perspective

Fascist Ideology
2002-01-04

this book explores intersectional constructions of race and whiteness in modern and contemporary italy it contributes to
transnational and interdisciplinary reflections on these issues through an analysis of political debates and social practices
focusing in particular on visual materials from the unification of italy 1861 to the present day giuliani draws attention to
rearticulations of the transnationally constructed italian colonial archive in italian racialised identity politics and cultural racisms
across processes of nation building emigration colonial expansion and the construction of the first post fascist italian society the
author considers the figures of race peopling the italian colonial archive as composing past and present ideas and
representations of white italianness and racialised gendered otherness students and scholars across a range of disciplines
including italian studies political philosophy sociology history visual and cultural studies race and whiteness studies and gender
studies will find this book of interest

Nazi Occultism
2023-03-14

traditions of writing research reflects the various styles of work offered at the writing research across borders conference this
volume like the conference that it grew out of will bring new perspectives to the rich dialogue of contemporary research on
writing and advance understanding of this complex and important human activity

Apologia dell’immediato
2020-10-22T00:00:00

what drives terrorists to glorify violence in the revolutionary mystique and terrorism in contemporary italy richard drake seeks to
explain the origins of italian terrorism and the role that intellectuals played in valorizing the use of violence for political or social
ends drake argues that a combination of socioeconomic factors and the influence of intellectual elites led to a sanctioning of
violence by revolutionary political groups in italy between 1969 and 1988 drake explores what motivated italian terrorists on
both the left and the right during some of the most violent decades in modern italian history and how these terrorists perceived
the modern world as something to be destroyed rather than reformed in 1989 the revolutionary mystique and terrorism in
contemporary italy received the howard r marraro prize from the society for italian historical studies it was awarded for the best
book that year on italian history the book is reissued now with a new introduction for the light it might shed on current terrorist
challenges the italians had success in combating terrorism we might learn something from their example the section of the book
dealing with the italian superfascist philosopher julius evola holds special interest today drake s original work takes on new
significance in the light of evola s recent surge of popularity for members of america s alt right movement

Fascism: Post-war fascisms
2004

critical race theory crt is virtually unheard of in european scholarship especially among legal scholars law lawyers and race
critical race theory from the united states to europe endeavours to fill this gap by providing an overview of the definition and
consequences of crt developed in american scholarship and describing its transplantation and application in the continental
european context the crt approach adopted in this book illustrates the reasons why the relationship between race and law in
european civil law jurisdictions is far from anodyne law plays a critical role in the construction subordination and discrimination
against racial minorities in europe making it comparable albeit in slightly different ways to the american experience of racial
discrimination anti semitism islamophobia anti roma and anti black racism constitute a fundamental factor often tacitly accepted
in the relationship between law and race in europe consequently the broadly shared anti race and anti racist position is
problematic because it acts to the detriment of victims of racism while privileging the white christian male majority this book is
an original exploration of the relationship between law and race as such it crosses the disciplinary divide furthering both legal
scholarship and research in race and ethnicity studies

Scienza&Società 27/28. Addio alla razza
2016-11-23T00:00:00+01:00

di exodus hanno detto È difficile rimanere impassibili davanti alla rabbia di collier per l indifferenza del mondo nei confronti di
tante realtà e alla passione con cui cerca di migliorare le cose max hastings la scrittura di collier è un trionfo non capita spesso
che un economista di levatura mondiale sia disposto a uscire dal recinto ideologico per sporcarsi le mani the sunday times
exodus non è un tentativo di dirci cosa pensare dell immigrazione ma uno sforzo di creare una nuova cornice attraverso la quale
pensarla paul collier è una voce alla quale vale davvero la pena dare attenzione financial times l immigrazione di persone povere
verso paesi ricchi è un tema dominato dalla politica prima ancora di essere conosciuto exodus è un libro di valore ricco di dati su
una questione che solo oggi stiamo cominciando davvero ad affrontare the guardian collier separa il dibattito dell immigrazione
dalla questione della razza e lo analizza dal punto di vista dei paesi d origine dei paesi ospitanti e degli immigrati stessi È un
analisi schietta dei costi e dei benefici dell immigrazione e al tempo stesso un appello alla sinistra progressista a discutere tutti
gli aspetti anche quelli negativi del fenomeno the telegraph
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Fascism Viewed from the Right
2013

I fondamenti antropologici dei diritti umani
2002

Race, Nation and Gender in Modern Italy
2018-05-29

Razzismo, meticciato, democrazia razziale
2005

Traditions of Writing Research
2009-10-16

The Revolutionary Mystique and Terrorism in Contemporary Italy
2021-03-02

Law, Lawyers and Race
2014-09-15

Globalizzazione, neorazzismo e scontri culturali
2007

Exodus
2015-01-01T00:00:00+01:00

Scuola e cultura annali dell'istruzione media
1939

Rivista delle colonie
1939
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